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COMPETING WITH PURPOSE | THE THEOLOGIAN:
THE JUSTICE COMPASS
Introduction
It’s a pleasure to join you for this
conference, Competing with Purpose,
at this pivotal time. For those naughty
people who missed the morning
reflection, my name is Dave Benson. I
head up the Malyon College centre for
bridging church and culture, called
Traverse, and lecture in the areas of worldviews and faith–work integration.
When I first received the invitation, it
came with this graphic and the tag-line,
“3 Men in a Boat”. It sounded a bit like a
joke, you know, “A politician, a
theologian and an economist walked
into a bar.” So I read on to the profiles:
the Honorable Ken Wyatt, Associate
Professor Gordon Menzies, and me. Sounds serious. So I looked deeper: was it a
reference to Jerome’s 1889 travelogue, Three Men in a Boat? I must be Jerome,
the story-teller, as the other two friends were a politically savvy publicist and a
banker. Brilliant! Baptist Care Australia recognises we’re overworked, and we’ve
won a two-week holiday paddling up the Thames. … Hang on, I work for the
Baptists … we don’t have that kind of money. (Lower expectations.) Maybe they’re
paying for Ken, Gordon and myself to catch a city-cat and chat about competition
en route to Southbank, floating on Brisbane’s brown river?!
Friday afternoon, perhaps?!
In all seriousness, though, in a complex world, facing “wicked problems” like
competition in the not-for-profit sector, it’s wise to foster interdisciplinary
conversation. Theologians are prone to offer bold, idealistic pictures of the world,
light on the details, and sometimes woefully ignorant of the cut and thrust of
politics and market mechanisms.1 Yet, we need each other to navigate these
Jeremy Kidwell and Sean Doherty, Theology and Economics: A Christian Vision of the Common Good (New York: Palgrave
MacMillan, 2015), 1. They contend for interdisciplinarity/transdisciplinarity throughout the introduction, pages 1-7. On the
significant barriers to conversation, with the problem mostly pegged on theologians, see in this edited volume Andy Hartropp,
1
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choppy waters. The church is inherently political, a pilgrim community on trek to
the city of God. And the church is inherently economic, made up of stewards
tasked with the Father’s household management (oikonomia) for the common
good of every community. So I’ll speak about both, hopefully without shipwreck!
Even so, in this boat, I’m the light-weight in the middle, paddling my heart out
and serving cups of tea in the breaks. I don’t have a political bone in my body, and
my wife balances the books. I’m an educator-youth worker cum pastor and
practical theologian. But my background in physical education teaching has taught
me a thing or two about sporting competition and how to navigate while on a trek.
And my academic work on curriculum theory has convinced me that we need this
three way conversation in every sector including human services, for the purposefull work we do is often determined by political machinations and economic
fluctuations more so than some ideal vision of the world.
Even so, we’d best start with the second half of this conference’s theme:
competing for what purpose in particular?
Purpose
If we had more time, I would whip out a
Bible and preach a corker of a message
on the Nazareth Manifesto (Lk 4:1819).2 You know, where Jesus says:
The Spirit of the Lord is on me,
because he has anointed me to
proclaim good news to the poor. He
has sent me to proclaim freedom for the prisoners and recovery of sight for the
blind, to set the oppressed free, to proclaim the year of the Lord's favour.
I’m pretty sure I could convince you that our purpose must be found within Jesus’
mission. And Jesus’ mission, understood in the context of salvation history, has a
quadruple bottom line: profit, people, planet and purpose.
“Why Is Engagement between Christian Economists and Theologians Difficult?” and Michael G. Pollitt, “What Do Theologians
Need to Know about Economics?”, Chapters 1 (11-26) and 2 (27-46), respectively. For a searing riposte, see Malcolm Brown, “A
Response to Hartropp, Pollitt, Poole, and Chapman” (Ch. 5, 83-89).
This framework is taken from David Benson, “Working Theologically: What On Earth Am I Here For?” Talk presented at the
Transforming Work Conference, Malyon College, Gaythorne, Qld, June 20, 2015. Video of this presentation available at
https://vimeo.com/133257072 (accessed June 3, 2017).
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First, economic profitability matters.
Money is like blood to the body. It’s not
the point of the body, but if it stops
flowing, you die. In the same way,
money cannot be the point of Baptist
Care. Cash flow serves the common
good. Without it, however, we have
nothing left to generously give those in need. So let’s live simply and freely share
the wealth.
Second, social capital. People are not a means to an end; they are the end. The
way we work, and the products we make, should serve connectedness. This has
implications for our to-do-list, budgeting, and even the physical space in which we
labour. Everything should build people up, and link them together in love. This
embraces everyone across the social strata. But it’s tilted toward care of and
employment for those on the margins—such as the aged, those living with
disability, and people experiencing homelessness or impacted by family violence.
We’re called to work for “generous justice”.3
Third, environmental sustainability. The Creator loves His creation. As
caretakers, the planet matters. Jubilee, “The Year of the Lord’s favour”, is more
than preserving what we have. It’s about creatively cultivating this world so that
everything would flourish. This impacts the materials we use, the waste we
generate, the products we package. We’re called to see and reveal the latent
potential in every aspect of the world, in our art, our therapy sessions, our
construction materials, in our research.
Fourth, spiritual capital. We were made from love and for love. In developing and
exercising our gifts, we give praise to God from whom they came. By pointing
people to Jesus, offering to connect them to our local church community, and
making space for reflection, prayer and gratitude in our work and rest rhythms, we
develop a culture of worship. This reorients our jobs, putting idols of workaholism,
reputation and money in their place.

3

Cf. Timothy Keller, Generous Justice: How God's Grace Makes Us Just (London: Hodder & Stoughton, 2012).
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Putting this together, whatever your particular job within your Baptist Care
Australia member organisation, your purpose, and my purpose, is seeking shalom
and salvation.4
Our first and ongoing mission is to love God and others, and to cultivate the world.
This is about seeking shalom. Shalom is the Hebrew word for peace, but it’s far
more than the absence of hostility. It means the flourishing of all things through
right relationship with God, oneself, each other, and the rest of creation—like a
dance of love. It’s the webbing together of life in justice, fulfilment, beauty, and
delight. It’s God’s creational intent.5
But, because of our rebellion, sin has affected everthing. So as followers of Jesus,
we must also be about salvation. Alongside fellow believers, we are to model to the
world the new commandment of especially loving each other as a worshipful
community. And, we’re to cultivate people—through evangelism and
discipleship—seeing them restored so that they may once again cultivate the
world. So the redemption commandments are temporary; they serve the creation
commandments. See the parallel?

4

See John G. Stackhouse, Jr., Making the Best of It (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2008), 205-220.

See Cornelius Plantinga, Jr., Not the Way It’s Supposed to Be: A Breviary of Sin (Grand Rapids, MI: Eerdmans, 1995), 10. Cf.
Pss 85:10-13; Is 2:2-3; 11:6-8; 32:18. For further definition, see Nicholas Wolterstorff, Until Justice and Peace Embrace (Grand
Rapids, MI: Eerdmans), 69-72, also his Educating for Life: Reflections on Christian Teaching and Learning, ed. Gloria Stronks
and Clarence Joldersma (Grand Rapids, MI: Baker Academic, 2002), 79.
5
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Baptist Care Australia’s mission is
“work[ing] together to be a strong
Christian advocate for the marginalised
and those at risk in society”. It’s strong
on the justice compass … amplifying the
voice of the oppressed, punishing
wrongdoing, and giving people their
rights. But it exceeds just deserts. As we’ve already seen this morning, in the story
of the Good Samaritan, it’s not about calculated returns. At least some of our
hardship is getting precisely what we deserve, reaping what we’ve sown. If we only
extend for the perfect victim with no culpability, then that’s bad news for
humanity as a whole—for we all break, and we’re all broken! No, in Philip Yancey’s
words, the gospel is about the “new math of grace”.6 Unmerited favour, love, and
compassion. And it must be situated in God’s mission of working for shalom and
salvation.
We seek the holistic flourishing of every element of creation, humming together in
a creative synergy where the whole is so much greater than the sum of the parts.
We are called to be the Tsaddiqim, a beautiful Hebrew word representing the
righteous and just servants of God. We’re saved by grace, in order to freely extend
this favour to all, out of the overflow—we facilitate rejoicing of the whole city (Prov
11:10). Beyond “just deserts”, we seek “generous justice”: rescuing the helpless;
seeking fairness for the least powerful to participate; restoring dignity, hope and
wholeness in real relationships of care.7 Baptist Care Australia is called to serve
the purpose of shalom, this peace-full fusion of duty and delight, a loving
collaboration of God, neighbour, nature and self as one.

6

Philip D. Yancey, What’s So Amazing about Grace? (Grand Rapids, MI: Zondervan, 1997), 59, 70.

On the Tsaddiqim, shalom, and the three dimensions of justice, see Amy L. Sherman, Kingdom Calling: Vocational
Stewardship for the Common Good (Downers Grove, IL: IVP Books, 2011), 16-18, 27-63, 249-252.
7
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Competition?
Nice, right? Inspiring, even? Check, and
check. How I would love to end the talk
here, and go back to serving Ken and
Gordon tea on the Thames. And yet,
oops, see what I did? … the rosy-eyed
theologian painted idealistic pictures
supposedly sourced from above.
Get real, you might say. And you’d be right. For this sounds so unlike the turmoil
of our current political and economic predicament.
Even as a theological educator I can empathise, for my ivory tower has collapsed.8
Government has upped the study costs and downed the financial support; they’re
deregulating the industry so we’re pitted against sister colleges and new providers
alike. Meanwhile, students expect ever better value for their dollars spent. My
centre, Travese, is about to run out of money, so employment is uncertain. And
most of us are too tired plugging away to “perform” any better or produce any
more.
I’m speaking here of competition. …
When I say “competing”, what images come to mind? …
With my PE teacher background, I
picture an athletic contest, wrestling,
running, perhaps rugby league. State of
Origin. … a battle Queensland tragically
lost last week. This fits neo-classical
definitions of “competition”, such as
offered by the 2015 Australian
Government Productivity Commission
Inquiry into Human Services.

Cf. Howard Worsley, “Towards a Theology of Competition: The Case of Anglican Theological Institutions in England,” Journal
of Adult Theological Education 13, no. 1 (May 2016), 64-76 at 70-73, http://dx.doi.org/10.1080/17407141.2016.1158499
(accessed June 1, 2017).
8
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Competition: “striving against one another to attract service users.”9 It reflects the
Oxford Dictionary definition: “The activity or condition of striving to gain or win
something by defeating or establishing superiority over others.” Rivalry, pure and
simple. WWJD? Dominate my neighbour? It doesn’t sound particularly
“kingdom”, does it?10 Nor sustainable, for that matter. Somehow you are
simultaneously supposed to “reduce the price” and “improve the quality” of your
human services, in a “contestable” market flooded with good and bad options and
no barriers to entering the market. The rhetoric is that, “providers face a credible
threat of replacement if they underperform”. A cynical reading is that the
government has divested its responsibility for the disabled and most vulnerable.
It’s cashed up “consumers” under the newspeak of “user choice”. And now they sit
back and watch as you devour each other, with only the fittest and fast-talkers able
to survive.
Thankfully Ken has allayed some of
these fears. But isn’t this whole frame
diametrically opposed to Baptist Care’s
desire for collaboration and sharing,
perhaps even shalom itself? How to be
the Tsaddiqim at such a time as this?
Won’t this emphasis on reduced-costservice result in a bidding war, reducing the quality of services and saddling the
community’s most disadvantaged with the tab? Who wants to stop and help the
nearly dead person abandoned on the road-side, when their organisation is under
threat, and there are easier clients to manage—which looks great on the metrics,
winning the praise and pennies of our political sponsor? Besides which, how
capable is a profoundly disabled person of “informed user choice”, discerning
between shalom-seeking service providers, and profiteering sharks who will lift
what little money was left in their pockets? Competition, if thus defined, would
seem to cut against your calling to advocate and care for those most at risk in
society. This is a dramatic, even damning, reading. But that’s the fear, right?

Australian Government, “Identifying Sectors for Reform,” Productivity Commission Report, December 2016,
http://www.pc.gov.au/inquiries/current/human-services/identifying-reform#report (accessed June 2, 2017).
9

Clive Beed, “Jesus and Competition,” Faith and Economics 45 (Spring 2005), 41-57, available online at
https://www.gordon.edu/ace/pdf/BeedS05F&E45.pdf (accessed June 1, 2017).
10
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And it’s not without substance. These key reports acknowledge that “not all
services are suited to greater competition, contestability and user choice”. “For
Purpose” providers often run lean, with little time to tender for funding and fill out
bureaucratic performance measures. When pitted against marketing machines
and “for profit” companies who may have less qualms about dropping service
quality, these policies may be read as “compete or die”. So, win or lose? Are these
our binary options in a seemingly zero-sum game?
I’m not surprised if the “Competition Policy Review” has left you a little antsy.
Thankfully, tomorrow, Gordon will set you straight on the economics of
competition. It’s a paradox that I’m only starting to get. This set up can “drive
innovation and efficiencies” that release new resources, perhaps even profitting
many providers and the clients they serve at the same time. Yet, it’s still a world
away from the synergy of shalom.
How, then, might we fit these disparate pictures together, to “compete with
purpose”? That’s my challenge today: reframing competition within a biblical
worldview.
A Biblical Worldview?
At risk of losing your attention, I’m
reminded of the 2017 sci-fi movie
Arrival. Picture advanced aliens
landing in high-tech space-craft on
earth, but not clearly revealing their
intentions. There’s a language barrier
obscuring what they want. So the Army
approaches two competing linguists, choosing one to act as a go-between. Dr.
Louise Banks, played by Amy Adams, refuses to fight for the contract, and is
nearly passed over for her brash rival. But she really wants the job. So she pleads
to the Colonel, “Ask him the Sanskrit word for ‘war,’ and its translation.” When the
colonel reappears, he reports that the other linguist said “gavisti”, which means
“an argument,” where winner takes all. Louise, however, is the better linguist,
stressing context and situating ambiguous words in a more gracious worldview.
She takes “gavisti” on face-value as literally “a desire for more cows.” How they
get more cows is up for grabs.
9

I find this interesting. Is competition
necessarily a war, fuelled by the
psychology of zero-sum antagonistic
argument? Or can we as Christians
literally re-interpet the Government’s
call for “competition” in this present
climate as a non-zero-sum game built
on “communicative action” and a shared desire for more cows?11 The Latin root,
competito, means “striving” … but is it a conflictual “striving against” (let’s call
that bad competition, to win at all costs and put your opponent out of business)?
Or can it be a sportsman-like “striving together”, a “mutually acceptable quest for
excellence” in which we “honour [our] opponents and cooperate to bring out the
best in one another”?12
I knew my PE teaching would come in
handy at some stage. At risk of further
losing your attention, let’s analyse last
week’s Origin match. (If you’re not
from Queensland or New South Wales,
or you’re an artsy type who hates sport,
just smile and nod.) Sure, it’s State
striving against State. A battle, even. And there is some argy bargy, with injury
everpresent. But, it’s also mate striving together with mate.

See Jürgen Habermas, The Theory of Communicative Action, 2 vols., (Boston, MA: Beacon Press, 1984-1987). In essence, and
as explained by Gerben Heitink (Practical Theology: History, Theory, Action Domains [Grand Rapids, MI: Eerdmans, 1999],
135; emphasis mine), Habermas stresses the importance of finding commonality among key actors. In the context of negotiation
and coordinated action, “one must accept three validity claims: that the alleged facts are true, that the norms are correct and
fair, and that the feelings are genuine. The actors want truth, fairness, and genuineness. They must reach a preliminary
consensus on this”. When such agreement is found, “communicative action” is likely as it is built upon democratic negotiations.
When, however, no agreement can be found—or consensus is reached by excluding powerless parties from the discourse—then
more powerful actors typically direct “strategic action, using mere power to exert influence”.
11

See Jeremy R. Treat, “More than a Game: A Theology of Sport,” Themelios 40, iss. 3 (December 2015), 392-403 at 396n19,
available online at http://themelios.thegospelcoalition.org/article/more-than-a-game-theology-of-sport (accessed June 1, 2017).
Treat here cites Stuart Weir, “Competition As Relationship: Sport As a Mutual Quest for Excellence,” in The Image of God in the
Human Body: Essays on Christianity and Sports, ed. Donald Deardorff and John White (Lampeter, Wales: Mellen, 2008), 101–
22; also Nick J. Watson and Andrew Parker, “Sports and Christianity: Mapping the Field,” in their edited volume, Sports and
Christianity: Historical and Contemporary Perspectives (New York: Routledge, 2013), 32, 53. For more on a sport-based
theology of competition, see Greg Linville, Christmanship: A Theology of Competition, Sport, and Sport Ministry (Canton, OH:
Oliver House Publishing Inc, 2014; Greg Linville, “The Theological Foundation for Competition,” CSRM Articles [The
Association of Church Sports and Recreation Ministries], http://ns.csrm.org/article_theology_2.html (accessed June 1, 2017;
see also his youtube video https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=znJHh8xa3rc); Michael W. Goheen and Craig G. Bartholomew,
“Sports and Competition,” in their book, Living at the Crossroads: An Introduction to Christian Worldview (Grand Rapids:
Baker Academic, 2014), 153-156.
12
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It’s real competition: there’s a limited
goal that—sadly on this occasion—only
one team, the cockroaches, would win.
But in this struggle, value was added to
spectators, sponsors, and even rivals.
Competition released at least six gifts
for those caring to watch. (1) Creativity.
The limitations of only passing the ball backwards and 26 on pitch channeled
creativity in play and weeded out wasted efforts, so everyone contributed without
free-riding and lazy consumption. (2) Accountability. The common rule book
revealed the good and bad of each team, catching cheats and focusing our
attention on the flow of the game. We yelled from the stands, advocating fair play
and consistent calls by referees so favoritism was banned and everyone’s equally
involved on a level playing field. (3) Performance. Competition made for heroic
moments modelling athletic prowess at its best. (4) Sacrifice. The more intense
the action, the more we were moved when a player laid down his own agenda to
serve the team, praise excellence wherever it was found, or care for an injured
player on the opposition. (5) Character & Collaboration. The contest—while
amoral in itself—had the potential to produce courage and virtue in competitors,
fostering cooperation on one’s own team and even camaraderie with those on the
other side as brothers in arms. (6) Celebration. Finally, come the end of the series,
while sore losers will whinge, all should rejoice at the wonder of the spectacle,
retelling stories of tragedy and ecstasy as we fought for something bigger than any
one individual.
There’s some good stuff there! Of course, this is sporting competition at its best,
minus the hooliganism. But I’m suggesting that exactly these same six dynamics
are at play in redeemed competition seen through a biblical lens. For “the God of
love is the God of the Games … indeed the lord of competition”.13

13

Smith, Johnson and Hiller, “God of the Games,” 2-3, 34-35.
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After an exhaustive Scriptural search
through every text referencing
“competition”, a group of diligent
economists and theologians came up
with these minimal conclusions:
“(1) Competition is neither moral nor
immoral but a neutral force that can be
turned to good or evil; (2) Human beings need to be careful about the goals of
competition; and (3) Human beings need to be careful about attitudes or
motivations when competing.”14
They agree that the ideology of competition can be anti-kingdom, assuming that a
fight over scarce resources resulting in at least one party being better off is a
sufficient win. But, they note that competition is simply assumed as a biblical
reality; the bigger issue is in the competitors—how the striving forms or deforms
the image of God in them; if they gain or lose their orientation to flourishing; and
whether this pressure results in love for neighbour or lust for more.
Okay, back to the movie Arrival, for
the artistes in our midst. Aliens and
Amy Adams—you’re with me, right?
Great! So, the aliens gradually
communicate with each competitive
country independently … a bit like the
government calling for diverse services
to step up and face the challenge. Is this a case of “beware Greeks bearing gifts”?
They’re offering something to humanity, but in the race to the top, it’s impossible
to tell whether their gift should be translated “weapon” or “tool”. We’re back to a
zero-sum argument versus a non-zero-sum desire for more cows. It’s the same
with receiving government funding—is it a Trojan horse causing missional drift
away from God’s purposes, or is it common grace to co-labour for the common
good? Perhaps both. We need wisdom to interpret.

Yvonne S. Smith, Sharon G. Johnson, and Erik M. Hiller, “God of the Games: Towards a Theology of Competition,” Paper
presented at the national CBFA [Christian Business Faculty Association] conference, San Antonio, TX. October, 2004, available
online at http://www.cbfa.org/Smith-Johnson-Hiller.pdf (accessed June 1, 2017).
14
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Spoiler alert for Arrival, it turns out … apologies! … these aliens are benevolent,
bearing good gifts. But, it takes players like Dr. Banks to reject the conflictual
model of “striving against to win, destroying the opposition”. She patiently
interprets their offer as a “striving together for mutual excellence”, a neighbourlove that brings out the best in competing parties.
Okay, clearly I love that movie. Maybe it’s a long bow and an inefficient diversion
from the task-at-hand. But here’s the point. …
Scholars, Christian or otherwise, widely
agree that neo-classical economics, like
most modern disciplines, is utterly
secular, built on pragmatic atheism.15
In this view, the “way of the (modern)
world” tempts us to “live as God doesn’t
exist”. Its logic reframes everything,
even care for the most needy, as an object of monetary value.16 And in an effort to
predict how markets will respond, “matching ends and scarce means”, Homo
Sapien is reduced to “rational economic man”, an autonomous individual whose
purposeful action is simply directed by personal “utility”. Maximising pleasure and
minimising pain, we seek subjective happiness, self-interest and self-preservation,
in a value-free matrix.17 And in all fairness, our “revealed preferences” to purchase
some goods over others, mapping our economic activity, is often sufficiently
explained by this entirely worldly mechanism.18

Andy Hartropp (“Why Is Engagement … Difficult?” Theology and Economics, ed. Kidwell and Doherty, 16) explains that,
fundamentally in terms of terminology and frame of reference, “mainstream economics is an utterly secular discipline, in the
sense that it has no room at all for divine revelation concerning economic life, or divine involvement in economic life. Economics
is entirely about what human beings and human institutions do: their preferences, values, desires, and behavior—and nothing
more.”
15

Craig M. Gay, “The Intrinsic Secularity of Modern Economic Life,” Ch. 3 in his The Way of the (Modern) World: Or, Why It’s
Tempting to Live as if God Doesn’t Exist (Grand Rapids, MI: Wm. B. Eerdmans Co., 1998), 131-180.
16

The concept of the “economic man” (homo economicus) and this positivist anthropology and utilitarian economic modelling
derives primarily from John Stuart Mill, Essay on the Definition of Political Economy (1836), Jeremy Bentham, An
Introduction to the Principles of Morals and Legislation (London: Clarendon Press, 1907[1823]), and Lionel Robbins, An Essay
on the Nature and Significance of Economic Science (London: Macmillan, 1932), as explained by Donald A. Hay, Economics
Today: A Christian Critique (Vancouver, BC: Regent College Publishing, 2004), 100-116. See also Jordan J. Ballor, “Economic
Value: What Should We Want?” in Economic Wisdom for Churches: A Primer on Stewardship, Poverty and Flourishing, ed.
Adam Joyce and Greg Foster (Deerfield, IL: Trinity International University, 2017), 81-99.
17

Cf. Pollitt, “What Do Theologians Need to Know about Economics?” in Theology and Economics, ed. Kidwell and Doherty, 2746. While arguably ignoring diverse opinions among competing (non-Chicagoan) schools, Pollitt helpfully decontructs six
misconceptions of modern (read “neo-classical”) economics, before outlining six positive contributions to humanity as a whole
via the market economy.
18
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Note that I’m not calling Gordon’s fraternity of economists the anti-Christ, or
suggesting that this predictive tool justifies egoistic individuals or prescribes
selfish consumption and greedy profit-maximisation.19
Even so, on this modelling, Baptist Care Australia and its member organisations
will ultimately struggle, and perhaps fail, to compete with providers which
prioritise “efficiency, growth and progress”.20 Cost–benefit analysis and welfare
economics warrants passing by the seriously injured on the shady side of the
street; minimising costs and lowering prices often works against real care for the
most marginalised. So how can you compete if you take on complex clients who
promise minimal returns but guarantee maximum resource demands? At this
point, it’s tempting to either give up, or gear up for an ungodly fight. “Compete or
die.” We lose shalom as our purpose becomes self-preservation … hardly the kind
of place in which Christians are motivated to serve.
But note well: the economic forecasts of “Rational Choice Theory” ignore the
dynamics that make you tick, and at least some of your clients choose: trust in
God, love for neighbour, personal virtue, collective justice, not to mention
cooperation, covenant, and commitment to care regardless of cost.21 That’s a lot to
leave out! Your motivation and power to act consistently escape calculation.
But … what if God does exist?
Does this change anything?
I’m not at all suggesting that modern
economic modelling doesn’t apply to
Christian organisations like Baptist
Care Australia. Without deep
formation and a culture of love, we’re
no different to homo economicus outside the church’s household, buying and
selling as our desires direct.22

Cf. Hartropp, “Why Is Engagement … Difficult?”, 16-17. Marek Hudík, also, robustly challenges the strawman that “Economic
Man” presumes entirely selfish motives. See his article “Homo Economicus and Homo Stramineus,” Prague Economic Papers
24, no. 2 (2015), 154-172, available online at http://kie.vse.cz/wp-content/uploads/Homo.pdf (accessed June 3, 2017).
19

20

Hay, Economics Today, 124.

21

Hay, Economics Today, 106-107, 133-134, 140-142.

See James K. A. Smith, “You Might Not Love What You Think: Learning to Read ‘Secular’ Liturgies,” Ch. 2 in his You Are
What You Love: The Spiritual Power of Habit (Grand Rapids, MI: Brazos Press, 2016), 27-56; also James K. A. Smith, Desiring
the Kingdom: Worship, Worldview, and Cultural Formation (Grand Rapids, MI: Baker Academic, 2011), 40.
22
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And yet, what if we really believe that all that exists was provided by God’s
handiwork, not simply the “invisible hand” of an a-moral market? What if we’ve
formed the habit of daily receiving the Father’s super-abundant grace? Of
following the model of Christ whose sacrificial death preceded resurrection and
life to the full? Of walking in the Spirit as a community of reconciliation and
respect even as enemies eat each other up? Where faith and prayer transcend
reliance on expertise and technique?23
I trust this isn’t the rosy-eyed theologian selling a pipe-dream at this point. But
what if we factored in our better angels and not simply our self-serving demons as
motivating forces?24 Might this not reconfigure the binary battle of “compete or
die”? Might it not open up unexpected resources and divine innovation, or release
manna from heaven to multiply and feed the world? Could it even give you a
competitive edge in a cut-throat market? What if the Tsaddiqim earn wide-spread
trust as those who truly seek holistic flourishing, such that as they win tenders and
clients the whole city rejoices?
A friend of mine is fond of saying that “hope” is not a plan. He’s a very smart
engineer, with whom I would never dispute on matters of disaster recovery and
laying road-base. But on this point, I disagree. Sure, “unfounded optimism” is no
plan. But “hope” in the God who brings the dead to life and speaks things into
existence that never were? Surely this is the most faithful plan of all (Rom 4:17; 2
Cor 1:8-11). Again, this is the “new math” of the gospel—counting on God’s superabundant gifts, and his work of sanctification in our lives to be a community that
keeps on giving even when the going gets tough. On paper, apart from God’s grace,
I agree that your competitive prospects are average to poor. But, apart from the
Father’s provision, the Son’s sacrifice, and the Spirit’s empowerment, would you
give your all in this not-for-profit sector of the human services industry?
So, dream with me.

23

Gay, Way of the (Modern) World, 3.

Cf. Donald Hay and Gordon Menzies, “Is the Model of Human Nature in Economics Fundamentally Flawed? Seeking a Better
Model of Economic Behavior,” Ch. 12 in Theology and Economics, ed. Kidwell and Doherty, 183-198.
24
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What Ken has shared this morning
suggests that, like the aliens in Arrival,
the Government’s intentions are to
bless, not to curse! They, too, are
tasked with being stewards of the
resources they have, courtesy of the
Australian people. And it’s hardly
responsible to maintain funding and infrastructure that makes our children
bankrupt. If the mechanism of competition truly does call providers to excellence,
securing better outcomes for the average consumer, then the Tsaddiqim should
celebrate, even if it costs our business. Granted, this message may have been lost
in translation. But whether these policies are ultimately benevolent or bent on
harm, whether they’re responsible and wise or irresponsible and short-sighted,
how you hear and interpret this challenge is up to you.
Accepting the reality of competition doesn’t mean you need to buy into this binary
model of “compete or die”. As 2 Corinthians 10:3 says, “Of course, we are living in
the world, but we do not wage war in a world-like way. For the weapons of our
warfare are not those of the world. Instead, they have the power of God to
demolish fortresses.” Or, as Ephesians 6:12 reminds us, “For we do not wrestle
against flesh and blood [read: against the government or industry competitors,
potential entrants, suppliers, buyers or substitutes25], but [we do wrestle] against
the rulers, against the authorities, against the cosmic powers over this present
darkness, against the spiritual forces of evil in the heavenly places.” This should
drive us to our knees, praying for wisdom to sustain our call.

Michael Porter, Competitive Strategy (New York: Free Press, 1976); cited by Worsley, “Towards a Theology of Competition,”
70.
25
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A Better Story
I believe we can “compete with
purpose”. But it requires us to see
competition with a baptised
imagination: less fighting against, and
more striving together.
Missiologist Lesslie Newbigin rightly points out that “The way we understand
human life depends on what conception we have of the human story. What [then]
is the real story of which my life story is a part?”26 Is this the story of survival of
the fittest, or seeking shalom?
Now, if time wasn’t so tight, I would drop us right into the biblical story to see
what good competition looks like. With your justice compass in hand, I would help
locate our jobs in God’s peace-full work in the world.27 For only then can we get
our bearings and ascend the right peak in the race to the top.28 Unfortunately,
when I ran my talk through the filter of competition, contestability, and userpreference, I had to leave half of it on the cutting floor! Marcia may make the full
manuscript available if you’re interested.
But let me give you a sketch of how God would have us compete, across the six
stages of the trek from Creation to New Creation by way of the Cross.29

Lesslie Newbigin, The Gospel in a Pluralist Society (Grand Rapids, MI: Eerdmans, 1989), 15; Goheen and Bartholomew,
Living at the Crossroads, 5. See also Alasdair MacIntyre’s call for re-membering and re-telling mythic (in the sense of
primal/foundational) narratives in the formation of children and healthy comunities alike: “I can only answer the question
‘What am I to do?’ if I can answer the prior question ‘Of what story or stories do I find myself a part?’” See MacIntyre, After
Virtue, 2d ed. (Notre Dame, IN: University of Notre Dame Press, 1984), 216.
26

See Sherman, Kingdom Calling, 104: “In all these various ways, God the Father continues his creative, sustaining and
redeeming work through our human labor. This gives our work great dignity and purpose. Vocational stewardship starts with
celebrating the work itself and recognizing that God cares about it and is accomplishing his purposes through it.” Cf. Robert
Banks, “The Place of Work in the Divine Economy: God As Vocational Director and Model,” in Faith Goes to Work: Reflections
from the Marketplace, ed. Robert Banks (Eugene, OR: Wipf and Stock Publishers, 1999), 18-29. Banks outlines the six primary
ways God is labouring in the world, through providential, revelatory, justice, redemptive, compassionate and creative work—a
structure embedded in my telling of the biblical story which follows.
27

In the extended version, I touch on a number of Baptist distinctives—none of which are unique, but “the sum of which is not
presently reflected in other faith communities”—that, in principle at least, warrant our support for “competition, contestability,
and informed user choice” at the heart of the Australian Government’s “Competition Policy Review” (2015). In order, I touch on
the principle of religious liberty (Creation), the authority of the Bible (Fall), obedience to and submission under the headship of
a divine Saviour/Christ (Israel), baptism (Jesus), a regenerate church membership and the priesthood of all believers (Church),
and the principle of congregational government bringing this constellation of dinstinctives together as worthy of celebration
(New Creation). This follows the framework offered by Rod Benson, “Why I Am A Baptist,” John Mark Ministries Blog,
http://www.jmm.org.au/articles/9014.htm (accessed June 3, 2017).
28

The following six part narration of redemptive history is a modification of David Benson, “One Caller, Many Callings,” Talk
delivered at the Transforming Work Conference, at Malyon College, Gaythorne, Qld, June 18, 2016. Video online at
https://vimeo.com/178460381 (accessed June 3, 2017). In turn, this is based upon Ch. 5 of David Benson, “Schools, Scripture
and Secularisation: A Christian Theological Argument for Incorporating Sacred Texts within Australian Public Education,”
29
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This is far more epic than the State of Origin, but it follows the same contours.
When reframed under the Lord of the Games, competition can stimulate us to
hear the call of God on our “for-purpose” work in the human services sector.
When we locate our job in God’s story, competition can be reframed; it sparks
stewardship of limited resources,30 revelation of real performance, and justice in
our policies and practice. Striving is better understood as working together in
service of shalom, rather than warring against our neighbour in order to survive.
It’s about redemption of losers, ourselves included; and it’s in service of
compassion without discrimination, a channel of God’s creativity returned to Him
as worshipful tribute, so that all would flourish when His kingdom fully comes.

Unpublished PhD dissertation, The University of Queensland, Brisbane, Australia, 2016, available online at
http://espace.library.uq.edu.au/view/UQ:384064.
Economic Wisdom Project, “A Christian Vision for Flourishing Communities,” 28pp. report, sponsored by the Oikonomia
Network, May 2016, available at http://oikonomianetwork.org/resources/economic-wisdom-project/ (accessed June 3, 2017),
9-13. In particular, this aligns with the central theme of “Stewardship and Flourishing: We were given stewardship over the
world so our work would make it flourish for his glory”. This is further unpacked in Elements 1-3: “1. We have a stewardship
responsibility to flourish in our own lives, to help our neighbors flourish as fellow stewards, and to pass on a flourishing
economy to future generations; 2. Economies flourish when people have integrity and trust each other; 3. In general, people
flourish when they take responsibility for their own economic success by doing work that serves others and makes the world
better” (pp9-10).
30
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God’s image in us can be deformed if we fight as the world fights. But with a
sanctified imagination, through competition we may yet hear the call of God in our
work to cultivate the world, repent over false promises, and bless the least of
these, navigating by the justice compass. Ironically, this governmental “gift” of
striving for efficiency, productivity and profit may be interpreted as God’s call to
love sacrificially, to reconcile with competing providers as a community of
character, and celebrate quality human service that fosters shalom, wherever it’s
found.
This whole story is summed up in the life of Jesus, the author and perfector of our
faith—our model of godly competition.
Following his lead of saving shalom,
we’re each called to outdo each other in
love. To sacrifice selfish agendas for the
sake of waking up and redeeming a
broken world. If Jesus competes, it’s by
walking the extra mile, surpassing the
“justice” required by law, and “pursuing
a [radical] level of reciprocity”.31
In this frame, competition tests our resolve. Will we lose our bearings, giving in
like Adam and Eve to the wilderness temptations of linear progress and the quick
fix? What we really need is “long obedience in the same direction,” with our feet
oriented toward shalom.32 Christus Victor! Christ has conquered! But, he
destroyed his enemies by outloving evil, taking up the cross, and laying down his
life for competitors that they may become friends. Only this kind of radical grace
has the power to subvert market determinism and “disrput customary economic
relations” in which only the most combative survive.33
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Beed, “Jesus and Competition,” 44.

Cf. Eugene H. Peterson, A Long Obedience in the Same Direction: Discipleship in an Instant Society (Downers Grove, IL:
InterVarsity Press, 2000).
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Beed, “Jesus and Competition,” 46.
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Hopefully our government’s desire, albeit imperfectly, reflects God’s: “to reward
service providers on a ‘value added’ basis”, as they truly love “the last, the least,
the lost, the little … and the lame”.34 However, Jesus would have us refuse the false
choice of compete or die. All is not as it seems: the wrong kind of competition and
profit maximisation can catalyse a global financial crisis. In the paradox of life,
sometimes up is down, and down is up.35 So, what if there is a third way,
embracing “losing-as-winning” and “weakness-as-strength”36 … where a faithful
death, crucified by the collusion of power politics and ruthlessly efficient
economics, precedes a resurrection and life for all? Are we prepared to enter this
suffering, sacrificing our own preferences, utility and welfare for the greater good?
As Baptists who value full and free immersion, identifying with the dying and
rising of the God–man, perhaps this is our greatest gift to a sink-or-swim sector?
Will we trust Jesus not simply for our personal salvation, but our organisational
health? As Robert Farrar Capon insists, “grace works only in those who accept
their lostness.”37 Competition positions us to hear and receive this gospel afresh.
Precisely when we embrace our identity as divine losers, we might see ourselves
less as the heroic Good Samaritan going to the needy, and instead identify with the
beaten and rejected Christ lying in the ditch. We’re dependent on mercy from
God-knows-where to rise up. “Wounded healers” are the only kind of human
service provider in Jesus’ kingdom.38 May competition drive us there, a
communion of failures saved only by grace.

Cf. Robert Farrar Capon, Kingdom, Grace, Judgment: Paradox, Outrage, and Vindication in the Parables of Jesus (Grand
Rapids, MI: Eerdmans, 2002), 174, 180, 205.
34

Cf. Economic Wisdom Project, “A Christian Vision for Flourishing Communities,” 9-13. In particular, this aligns with Element
11: “Economic thinking must account for long-term effects and unintended consequences” (p9).
35

36

Capon, Kingdom, Grace, Judgment, 202.

37

Ibid., 204.

38

Henri J. M. Nouwen, The Wounded Healer: Ministry in Contemporary Society (London: Darton, Longman and Todd, 2014).
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Closing Challenge
Okay, lots of words, and it’s time to finish. So what am I saying? … Simply this.
Competition in itself is neither good
nor bad. And God’s image in us can be
deformed if we fight as the world
fights, straining for our own survival.
But with a baptised imagination,
through competition we may yet hear
the call of God in our work.
I believe you can engage in competition without losing sight of your mandate to
act with love and justice on behalf of the most marginalised in our society. You
may have even been called for such a time as this. But it requires you to reframe
competition from fighting against, to striving with your neighbours—for holistic
flourishing, to the glory of God. Apart from God’s provision, economic predictions
aren’t positive. But when serving in God’s super-abundant grace, all things are
possible (Mt 19:26).
So, let me close with an exhortation, and a benediction:
As you locate your job in God’s story, may you discover what it means to
“strenuously contend with all the energy [of] Christ [that] so powerfully works
in [you]” (Col 1:29).
And may “[t]he grace of the Lord Jesus Christ, and the love of God, and the
fellowship of the Holy Spirit be with you all” (2 Cor 13:14). Amen.
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